SAP System Copy Services help enterprises take a step towards
simplification by delivering a streamlined, flexible system copy
process, allowing organizations to either pre-schedule or
request on-demand copies of their environments to meet critical
business requirements.
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SAP System Copy Services provide a simple process for
organizations looking to perform system copies and client
refreshes. Delivered as a homogeneous copy (bit for bit
replica of the source system), SAP System Copy Services
don’t require data slicing which can often be time consuming
and more expensive.

Streamlined, flexible system copy

Complex SAP environments often present
unique technology and resource challenges
for large enterprises, resulting in a growing
need to simplify processes and reduce
manual efforts.

Addressing Common Use Cases
Virtustream’s SAP System Copy Services provide capabilities for
several core enterprise use cases, including:
∙

Test/Dev: Performing development and quality assurance
against precisely what is on the enterprise’s existing production
system, without negatively impacting what is currently live.

∙

New System Setup: Building out a net new system for
production, non-production, or a disaster recovery environment
by using a copy of the existing production system.

Core Benefits
Simple
As part of this service, Virtustream implements a simplified, four
step process to deliver homogenous system copies and client
refreshes, resulting in fast, efficient, and predictable copying.
1. SAP checks
2. Pre-processing
3. System copy
4. Post-processing
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Automation of the pre and post processing steps expedites
copy completion, and enterprises have the option to
implement this service on multiple systems at the same
time depending on their unique needs. This includes support
for all SAP applications such as ECC, CRM, SRM, BW, GRC,
and more.

Flexible
Organizations can either pre-schedule (one-time or
recurring) or request on-demand copies, including on
weekends during less production heavy hours.

End-to-end
Virtustream’s SAP certified experts handle necessary
software installation, environment setup, and system copies
(post-setup) as requested, allowing IT staff to continue
focusing on innovation. This includes one-time setup of the
environment for ongoing delivery of system copies.

Contact
For more information on SAP solutions, please visit our
website or contact us.

Consumption-based pricing allows enterprises to manage
their budgets efficiently.
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